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Bullet samples...

Just a few of the
designs you can
swage...

SWC shouldered bullets made in one stroke with the LSWC-1 die,
including paper patch blackpowder bullets, airgun pellets, lead pistol
bulllets, and Foster-style shotgun slugs.

PCM-2 Cannelure Machine
Put cannelures on bullets as fast as you
can feed them (up to 30 per minute).
Used by major bullet makers in their
production lines, in military R&D labs,
and by custom bullet makers.

HCT-1
Hand Cannelure Tool
Put factory knurled grooves on jacketed bullets,
precisely at the depth and position you set. The
HCT-2 knurls lead bullets with
a diamond pattern. The HCT-3
puts multiple lube grooves on
lead bullets. For .172 to
.720 caliber (self-adjusting).

Smooth ogive bullets
made in a 3-die set
(FJFB-3), including
lead or jacketed rifle
and pistol bullets

Rebated boattails offer up to 40%
higher BC than flat base, up to
15% tighter groups than regular
boattails. Lead tip RBTs made in
5-die set (RBTL-5). ULD-TIP
or Pin-Point style for High BC
using Corbin metal tip inserts.
Long range shotgun slugs made with the Corbin Hydro-Press™
Call, fax, or e-mail for a complete package
quote: swage your ideal bullet!

LW-10 Lead Wire
Pure lead wire from .10 to .430
diameter, with 10% off for cartons of
four of the same size. Use lead wire
instead of melting lead, for safety,
speed, and precision.

CSL-2 Corbin Swage Lube
World’s best lubricant for drawing, swaging,
extruding lead wire. Clean, water soluable.
Required for all swaging and drawing operations,
but also great for reloading!

Corbin Instant Calculators
on CD-ROM or USB drive. Makes
designing bullets, lead wire extruders,
hydraulic presses, and determining your
commercial bullet pricing easy.
Economical and simple to use.

Corbin Sim-Test™Ballistic Test Media
Test your bullets in the same
professional, reusable media we
provide to military and forensic
labs. Economical: just melt it
and recast, over and over again.
ST-6 carton of 6 blocks
ST-1 sample size 7 x 11 x 3 in

Corbin Print Editions & E-Books
1.3gm/cc

on CD-ROM or USB drive. Take them along
with your laptop, turn long waits in airports
into exciting opportunities to learn new ideas!

Make Free 224 or 243 Bullets!
Use fired .22LR cases, scrap lead and your
standard reloading press. Everything
you need is in the kit. Also available for 6mm. High quality target and varmint bullets, easy on
the bore, excellent accuracy!
KIT-224R... 224 (5.56mm)
KIT-6MMR.. 243 caliber

Corbin High Performance Bullet Jackets
High precision drawn jackets to make world-class rifle
and handgun bullets, available in packages
of 250 or 500. Redraw to special sizes and
lengths with Corbin jacket draw
and trim dies. Or draw your own
from strip or tubing with Corbin Jacket
Maker kits!
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